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"To Make It into a Novel... 
Don't Talk About It": 

Hemingway's Political Unconscious 
Marc D. Baldwin 

The vanguard of contemporary social criticism agrees with Georg Lukacs that the 
"truly social element of literature is the form."' Frank Lentricchia argues that the 
"literary act is a social act"(19). Rosalind Coward and John Ellis observe that 
"Language at any historical moment is riddled with styles, rhetorics, 'ways of 
speaking' which impose a specific social position, a definite view of the world. 
These ideological discourses are the product of the articulation of ideology in 
language" (79). Terry Eagleton insists that the "true bearers of ideology in art are 
the very forms, rather than the abstractable content" (Marxism 24). Catherine 
Belsey asserts that the critic, by "analyzing the discourses which are its raw material 
and the process of production which makes it a text, recognizes in the text not 
'knowledge' but ideology itself in all its inconsistency and partiality" (128) Or, as 
Fredric Jameson puts it, "formal realizations, as well as formal defects, are taken as 
the signs of some deeper corresponding social and historical configuration which 
it is the task of criticism to explore" (Marxism 331). 

Ernest Hemingway once said that his challenge in writing The Sun Also Rises2 
was "to make it into a novel" (Feast 202). For Hemingway, "make" connotes the 
distinctively material and socially conscious work of a professional journalist/artist. 
He "made" (read dominated or forced) his material into an acceptable artistic form 
by appropriating such strategies as suggestion and omission expressly to obscure his 
political content. Since these methods are not only literary but comprise the 
behavioral "code" of the narrator, they act as a governor upon Jake's way of seeing 
and saying the world. That is, having decided to be suggestive, impressionistic, 
repressive, ironic, and apolitical, Jake will not-and, at times, perhaps, cannot- 
give utterance to a wide variety of potential thoughts or conclusions. For example, 
at various times in the story Jake battles with himself, Brett, Cohn, Bill, and 
Montoya over his code of silence, over not talking about certain things. This en/ 
forced repression stymies both communication and understanding. Such an ideo- 
logically informed restriction upon expression constitutes the text's "problematic," 
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which Louis Althusser defines as "the particular unity of a theoretical formation 
... an ideological field ... a determinate unitary structure" (Marx 32, 66, 67) that 
governs what is said and not-said. Jameson ratifies Althusser's conception, agreeing 
that the problematic "'determines' the thinking done . .. in the sense in which it 
serves as an ultimate limitation on thought" (Language 135). In The Political 
Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act, Jameson develops the notion 
that narrative itself is, as his subtitle implies, a mechanism employed by the 
collective consciousness to repress historical contradictions. In fact, through its 
unified, ideologically informed, determinate structure, Jake's "problematic" narra- 
tive method represses the text's production. Hemingway's celebrated techniques 
are the formal means that not only transform the raw materials of experience into 
politically palatable art but also expose the contradictions within the very society 
that produced them. 

"I sometimes think my style is suggestive rather than direct. The reader must often 
use his imagination or lose the most subtle part of my thought" (Marxism 322). 
Hemingway's impressionistic techniques7 serve to suggest and evoke the obverse 
of their shiny face, reflecting the clashing contradictions within his method and 
ideology: from a distance (on the surface) all seems reliable, objective, equal, and 
harmonious; yet the close-up view (beneath the surface) reveals an unreliable, 
subjective, unequal, and clashing "reality." Tony Tanner calls this surface demo- 
cratic side of Hemingway's practice "his faith" (152). Curiously, any faith, as 
modern epistemology holds and as Hemingway's (and Jake' s) own stance on belief 
structures implies, is definitively subjective and subject to refutation, contradiction, 
and disavowal. Hemingway does have afaith in the "operating senses," but that faith 
does not occlude the obverse belief that one's senses have been known to deceive. 
Even as Jake has philosophies "now" that he knows will seem "silly" five years from 
"now" (148), even as he admits that he has "not shown Robert Cohn clearly" (45), 
and even as he describes Brett's way "of looking that made you wonder whether she 
really saw out of her own eyes" (26), he is the scene of the clash between one's 
subjective impressions and both the re/presentation of those impressions and the 
variant impressions of other eyes and minds. Thus, perhaps colorist is a better term 
for Jake's selective way of seeing and recording his impressions: although an 
impressionist who sees reality as necessarily fragmented, Jake's psychological 
biases indelibly highlight what he wants us to see, and blur what he does not want 
us to see. 

Frederick R. Karl argues that impressionism 

made a strong political and social statement. It brought down large events 
to forms of language.... Seemingly so harmless, ... [it] was a devastating 
attack on realistic values. Its breakdown of formal scene into areas of 
color patterns expressed social and political breakdown and, at the same 
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time, challenged realistic versions of that dissolution of social forms. 
(110) 

Hemingway did appear to create "realistic" landscapes, attempting, as Emily Stipes 
Watts argues, "to describe a landscape so that any reader or viewer might recognize 
it, ... [yet he] abstracted, that [is,] his landscapes are carefully contrived rather than 
wholly real" (38). He made the land as he made the novel, by separating the 
assembled objects in space and re/forming them with deliberate attention to the 
forms themselves, foregrounding the artistic devices. 

With his geometrical forms and his careful delineation of even distant objects, 
Hemingway "asserted the existence or presence of form and organization in nature." 
These forms suggest a permanence in nature which is "unrelated to man (Watts 40- 
41). Watts comments on the "metaphysical" significance of the enduring, orderly, 
solid land"(47) yet ignores the material significance implied by the absence of its 
counterpart, civilization. James Nagel ventures further into the material with his 
conclusion that Hemingway's impressionistic scenes, "by implication, express 
something of the empirical and metaphysical condition of mankind, one devoid of 
sympathy, benevolence, justice, a condition Hemingway was about to suggest was 
the very nature of modem life" (22). One wonders why "modem life" is "devoid" 
of such things. Although he may perhaps be overstating the case, attributing a 
conscious political motive to impressionism, Karl argues that "the impressionists 
had discovered nothing less than a language more significant than matter. Each 
painter in his own way was transforming 'content' (state, ideologies, politics, social 
thought) into intangibles such as light, shade, color, ambivalent forms that blurred 
representation"(107). Ernst Fischer also perceives political forces at work in 
impressionism: 

dissolving the world in light, breaking it up into colours, recording it as 
a sequence of sensory perceptions, became more and more the expres- 
sion of a very complex, very short-term subject-object relationship. The 
individual, reduced to loneliness, concentrating upon himself, experi- 
ences the world as a set of nerve stimuli, impressions, moods, as a 
'shimmering chaos,' as 'my' experience, 'my' sensation. (75) 

The following passage almost eerily exemplifies what both Karl and Fischer have 
described as a writer's (Jake's) appropriation of impressionism to transform 
political and social content into light, color, and nerve stimuli. Jake is one lonely 
man "concentrating upon himself': 

Two taxis were coming down the steep street. They both stopped in front 
of the Bal. A crowd of young men, some injerseys and some in their shirt 
sleeves, got out. I could see their hands and newly washed, wavy hair in 
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the light from the door. The policeman standing by the door looked at me 
and smiled. They came in. As they went in, under the light I saw white 
hands, wavy hair, white faces, grimacing, gesturing, talking. With them 
was Brett. She looked very lovely and she was very much with them. (20) 

As Jake describes the "crowd of young men," he prefaces his observations with "I 
could see ... ." Clearly, as Fischer formulates social impressionism, Jake's is an 
"expression of a very complex, very short-term subject-object relationship." What 
he sees--or what he chooses to see-are disembodied fragments of people, "hands 
and newly washed, wavy hair in the light from the door." Jake is the subject and the 
"young men" are the objects in this "complex ... short-term ... relationship." Jake 
is "dissolving the world in light, breaking it up into colours, recording it as a 
sequence of sensory perceptions. .. ." Note that although "the light from the door" 
was insufficient to see the colors of the hands and the hair, Jake and the policeman 
can already tell that these young men are of a different social and sexual sphere. 
Although Jake, too, has been fragmented (having lost his sexual ability in the war), 
by all appearances he is "normal," so the policeman (symbol of state authority) 
smiles at him, a non-verbal sign of their common bond. 

"As they went in, under the light I saw white hands, wavy hair, white faces. .. ." 
The light, according to Jake, has been shed upon this procession of the self- 
pampered, effeminate Others who have invaded his society, his circle. With their 
"white hands, wavy hair, white faces" signifying their unmanly attitude, Jake 
thoroughly dehumanizes "them" by compartmentalizing their behavior into "gri- 
macing, gesturing, talking." This "crowd of young men" is a group of homosexuals, 
another form of "they," the significant Others who represent the changing face of 
society and politics. 

"With them was Brett." Only after both taxis have emptied, after the "crowd" has 
disembarked and passed by him, after he has dissected "them" into white body parts 
under the light, does Jake mention that Brett is with them. Was she trailing the crowd 
and he didn't notice her until now? Not likely. Rather, ever the colorist, Jake 
sketches the parts before the whole. Paradoxically, however, he does not fragment 
Brett, even though she is one of the fragmented and decadent ones: "She looked very 
lovely ... ." Her entire body remains intact "and she was very much with them." 
"Very much" carries an enormous emotional weight, suggesting that Brett has 
betrayed a confidence or a trust, that she has defected to the other side, so to speak. 
The juxtaposition (as a painter brushes blue and yellow strokes side by side to 
suggest green) of Jake, the "young men," and Brett, implies a breakdown in social 
and sexual politics. This decomposition of elements into a newly suggested whole 
continues when "One of them saw Georgette and said: 'I do declare. There is an 
actual harlot."' Georgette is an "actual harlot," whom Jake picked up out of 
loneliness. "One of them" characterizing Georgette as an "actual harlot" in 
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combination with Brett being "very much with them," suggests that Jake's beloved 
is no model of virtue. "Somehow they always made me angry," continues Jake. 
". . [Brett] had been taken up by them. I knew then that they would all dance with 
her. They are like that" (20). 

The preceding passages also demonstrate Jake's use of repetition to shape 
opinion and contain thought. Just as Orwell's Newspeak stresses the crowd control 
benefits of repeating fewer and fewer words, in Hemingway "the menace of collapse 
stems from the words themselves, which threaten to reduce everything to a minimal 
number of classifications (nice/awful, fine/rotten)."5 Jake breaks down key units of 
meaning into words and phrases that, when repeated, leave in the reader's mind an 
ironic trace or echo that implies their opposite. Inevitably, this narrowing of focus, 
this limiting of alternative expressions, functions as a tool of dominance, a means 
of reproducing the narrator's own power. Jake also notes that Brett uses very few 
words to express herself: "What rot, I could hear Brett say it. What rot! ... The 

English spoken language-the upper classes, anyway-must have fewer words 
than the Eskimos.... One phrase to mean everything" (149). Moreover, in his 
writing Jake seemingly follows Pound's dictum that prose must be "perfectly 
controlled ... [with] the smallest number of words"(35). (One wonders whether or 
not Pound understood the implications of his advice or its remarkable insight that 
control is attained by minimizing an/other's description or range of expression.) To 
consider one final example that typifies all of the preceding discussion, let us return 
to the passage at hand and note that the gays are described in repetitious, synechdochic 
terms, reduced to a pronoun modified by one colored body part: "the tall dark one" 
and "the wavy blond one." And after "one" has called the other "dear," Jake repeats 
his agonized juxtaposition: "And with them was Brett." 

The cumulative effect of this impressionistic breaking down and fragmenting, 
this reduction and repetition of expression, is to transform individuals into abstrac- 
tions or mere things. Lukacs refers to this process by which the socio-economic 
system breaks a whole (whether an individual or the production and distribution 
system) down into ever smaller and more manageable units, as reification. Jameson 
warns that this reification of workers has become, in some quarters, a mode of 
experiencing the world. Jake's fragmenting the gays into body parts and reassem- 
bling them into a "crowd" of "they" and "them" is certainly a reifying mode of 
experiencing his world. Jake's penchant for separating and compartmentalizing, for 
agglutinating and generalizing, leads me to suspect Hemingway of creating a 
character who commits what he (Hemingway himself) has declared to be a cardinal 
sin of politicians: the use of abstractions to further self-serving causes and promote 
his own world view. 

In A Farewell To Arms, Frederick Henry utters his famous statement that 
"Abstract words such as glory, honor, courage, or hallow were obscene beside the 
concrete names of villages, the numbers of roads, the names of rivers, the numbers 
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of regiments and the dates (185). Pertinent to this pronouncement, Jameson notes 
that 

"the very process of abstraction itself is in its essence a reduction, 
through which we substitute for the four-dimensional density of reality 
itself simplified models, schematic abstract ideas, and thereby of neces- 
sity do violence to reality and to experience" (Marxism 222). 

Hemingway recognizes the potential that words have of falsifying reality to benefit 
the political agenda, yet he allows Jake to abstract at will. He knows that words from 
the mouths of the brokers of war cannot be trusted to signify anything concrete or 
verifiably dependable. This may account for Jake's injunction not to talk about 
things lest they become ossified and abstracted into meaninglessness. However, 
rather than identifying the exploiters of language's malleability, thereby defining 
their difference from himself, Jake excuses himself from complicity by affiliating 
himself with his own abstraction of aficion. 

As material society, "they" (the other, the absent cause of History, the hegemonic 
forces of economics and politics) clash with Jake's ideal culture of "us" and toreo 
(bullfighting). Through this process of foregrounding the concentric rings of the 
fiesta (within the walled city) and the bullring and their attendant "circle" of 
humanity (aficionados such as "us"), Jake embraces a new idealism, a condition 
where culture and humanity are supposedly split from their material history. This 
separation both distances Jake from and ties him to his own ideology: he would 
renounce and expose abstractions, seemingly seeking the concrete, yet he promotes 
in "they," "us," and toreo three highly codified and linguistically constructed master 
abstractions that are, as literary abstractions tend to be, "actively ideological."6 Like 
the outer society Jake ostensibly abhors and rejects, both "us" and toreo thrive on 
the violent domination and effacement of their origins--obscuring the historical 
past- and opposition by "them." Furthermore, Jake's obsessive notation through- 
out SAR of cash transactions and monetary value makes it abundantly clear that both 
"us" and toreo depend upon economic considerations for their transformation from 
abstractions into concrete material existence. 

Marx argues that all seemingly concrete "populations," or any "living whole," 
are abstractions and cannot be accurately represented until evaluated according to 
their relationship to the basic categories "such as division of labour, money, value 
... "(188). In fact, according to Jameson, "the emergence of the economic ... is 
simply the sign of the approach of the concrete" (Marxism 322). This entire process 
of production and consumption is overdetermined,7 for the economic cause relies 
upon the cultural effect to cover its paper trail. Similar to Romero, who conceals his 
devices, and Jake who omits his motivations, toreo and "us" exist in their ritualized 
and glorified forms in order to suppress the real reason for their necessity: profit for 
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their promoters. Like the larger system that they replicate and reproduce, even as 
they are advertised as pristine alternatives, both "us" and toreo determine and hail 
their aficionados largely in terms of money. Thus, Jake's beloved abstractions are 
a method of laundering the spoils of dominance: by abstracting group characteris- 
tics, Jake washes them clean of all but a trace of their historical origins. 

Terry Eagleton posits that through this process of literary abstraction, 

as history is distantiated, becoming, so to speak, more 'abstract,' the 
signifying process assumes greater dominance, becoming more 'con- 
crete.' The literary work appears free-producing and self--determin- 
ing-because it is unconstrained by the necessity to produce any 
particular 'real'; but this freedom simply conceals its more fundamental 
determination by the constituents of its matrix (Ideology 74). 

The literary method of abstraction, by "distantiating" the history of its figures, acts, 
in effect, as an apparatus of ideology. By extension, then, Hemingway's ultimate 
"distantiation" of history--by which his "signifying process assumes greater 
dominance"-is his abstraction of time into an absolute, ever-present, perpetual 
now. 

Many critics claim that Hemingway writes in the "perpetual now," or what Ihab 
Hassan calls "the huge and abrupt present" (90). Sidney Grebstein believes that 
Jake's point of view "evolves out of a sense of the continuous present, of the 
narrator's close proximity in time to the events he recounts.... [so] that the total 
effect of the novel is that of 'now'. . ." (72). And Tony Tanner says that 
"Hemingway's practice of unravelling the instant ... is a reflection of his faith in 
the ultimate veracity of the attuned and operating senses and the unsurpassable 
value of the registered 'now"'(152). Although there is no unanimity among them,8 
some critics equate this "perpetual now" with Hemingway's mysterious "fifth 
dimension." F. I. Carpenter attributes the origin of "the perpetual now" to P. D. 
Ouspensky, a mystic influenced by Henri Bergson's distinction between physical 
time and psychological time. Bergson, in turn, had been influenced by William 
James' theory of "immediate" experience or "radical empiricism," which "Gertrude 
Stein (a former pupil of James) had adapted for literary purposes." Carpenter 
believes that through Stein, Hemingway became acquainted with Bergson and 
James, for his "literary ideal has been that of 'immediate empiricism.' And his 'fifth- 
dimensional prose' has attempted to communicate the immediate experience of 'the 
perpetual now"' (193). 

I define this narrative mode of the perpetual present as that realm between 
consciousness and the raw material of experience, where the intensity of the 
moment seems to hold time in suspended animation. As a reporter, Jake observes 
both his surroundings and his reaction to them, seemingly capable of measuring the 
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distance and difference between this "now" and yesterday and tomorrow. He 
should, in other words, be able to perceive historical change. Thoroughly ahistorical, 
the perpetual now depends upon both the Catholic Church's advice "not to think 
about it" (31) and what is ostensibly Jake's own policy, not to talk about it. Thinking 
and talking about experience cobbles consciousness with experience and jettisons 
the individual out of the perpetual present into the stream of time. The very process 
of internalizing experience, of saying what you feel, shatters the safe illusion of 
now-and-forever that ideology would perpetuate. Ideology needs its subjects to 
reside in the perpetual now. 

We need look no further than George Orwell and Aldous Huxley for these 
themes: they who obliterate the past control the present, so long as the present that 
they provide is full of immediate sensual pleasures. Orwell's Big Brother allows 
their proles "films, football, beer, and, above all, gambling" (61-62); Huxley's Ford 
provides the people with "Solidarity Service ... a circular rite" (53, 55), soma, and 
sex. In SAR, the people enjoy bullfighting, drinking, and sex. Football, the Solidarity 
Service, and bullfighting are all rituals played out in a ring of community involve- 
ment. The intoxicants, sex, and gambling are common pleasures, repetitive seda- 
tives to please and numb, illusions of reality. 

Richard Lehan calls this realistic element of Hemingway's style "a way of 
seeing" (210). In explicating the following passage--on the bus ride to Pamplona 
Jake and Bill are observing the scenery while Cohn sleeps-Lehan points out that 
many of the nouns are immediately modified by descriptions: 

there was a big river off on the right shining in the sun from between the 
lines of trees, and away off you could see the plateau of Pamplona rising 
out of the plain, and the walls of the city, and the great brown cathedral, 
and the broken skyline of the other churches.... We passed the bull ring, 
high and white and concrete-looking in the sun.... There was a crowd 
of kids watching the car, and the square was hot, and the trees were green, 
and the flags hung on their staffs, and it was good to get out of the sun 
and under the shade of the arcade that runs all the way around the square. 
(93-94) 

Lehan notices that Jake first records "the thing and then the response to the thing," 
concluding that "it is impossible to think abstractly in this language; one is rooted 
to the concrete, to the elemental, to the here and now..." (210). Lehan does not note, 
however, that although this passage appears photographic, with little overt subjec- 
tive description, Jake's selection of details speaks silent volumes: the city (civiliza- 
tion) rises over the plains (nature); civilization is walled and its "skyline" (horizons) 
are dominated by churches, those apparatuses of the state which advise Jake (the 
wounded victim) "not to think about it [his wound]"; the abstract ritual of toreo is 
performed in a "concrete-looking" bullring; children form an admiring "crowd"; 
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flags, more abstract symbols of the state, "hung on their staffs." The city, the 
churches, the bullring, the children, and the flags are all productions of humanity 
that, in turn, reproduce the state. Jake may be physically in the "now" but his "way 
of seeing," as Lehan puts it, is historically informed and acutely categorical and 
hierarchical. The town dominates nature and dominating the town are the church, 
the state, and their centralizing ritual, the bullring. Furthermore, with the democratic 
power of parataxis, every "and" attributes equal importance to the town and its 
churches and the crowd of kids and the square and the trees and the flags. Humanity, 
its walled town, nature, the church, and the state are all represented as equals. The 
bullring, however, is accorded its own sentence. No "and" links toreo, the central 
abstraction, with anything else. The bullring stands in the center of the town and 
serves as the center of the fiesta, itself "the creator of time," says Octavio Paz, "the 
absolute present, endlessly re-creating itself' (210-11). 

As the perpetual now is a strategy to eclipse distance and remain ever-contem- 
porary and immediate, so, too, is the "iceberg principle" a strategy to contain 
political utterance that would otherwise fossilize artists and thwart their immortal- 
ity. The following is perhaps Hemingway's most oft-quoted statement of method: 

If a writer of prose knows enough about what he is writing about he may 
omit things that he knows and the reader, if the writer is writing truly 
enough, will have a feeling of those things as strongly as though the 
writer had stated them. The dignity of movement of the ice-berg is due 
to only one-eighth of it being above water. A writer who omits things 
because he does not know them only makes hollow places in his writing. 
(Death 192) 

This sounds like Jake's project: he will "omit things that he knows"; political 
commentary will not overtly cloud the surface of SAR. However, he will write "truly 
enough" for the reader to sense those "things." This stance sounds like the 
journalist's pledge of, if not pure objectivity, a dedicated effort to report the facts 
and spare no one. The contradiction between that private code and Jake's job, 
between his social behavior and his professional policy, further highlights the gap 
between cultural and material history. After all, Jake's job as a reporter is to "talk 
about it," to chronicle the past. 

Let us take a closer look at the "ice-berg" in this principle. Much has been written 
about its size and concealment beneath the surface, but little, if anything, about its 
"dignity of movement." Not a stationary mass, the iceberg perpetually moves and 
changes. The iceberg represents History: cold, frozen, but part and parcel of the 
water around it, still growing, still moving. Only seemingly motionless, its "move- 
ment" is slow and imperceptible, but determined and inexorable. Like History, the 
iceberg is a formation of space and time, the inevitable result of natural forces. At 
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once land and sea, stable and fluid, synchronic and diachronic, the iceberg freezes 
movement for all to see. However, since it is so large and so hidden, one can only 
see its present form, and even that, even the exposed now of it, is inaccessible to all 
but a few "readers" of privilege, the educated and informed. Thus, our conception 
of an iceberg, of History, has been shaped by books that other people have written, 
or photographs that other people have taken, or movies (in Hemingway's case, 
moving pictures) that other people have filmed. History is always already an/other' s 
re/presentation of it. So when Hemingway tells us that he will write "truly" and 
"omit the things that he knows," I believe that he is asserting his intention to 
historicize beneath the surface, creating metaphoric images for which he invites an 
active affective reader response. 

Hemingway was, of course, too "savvy" to admit that he designed and used his 
"principle" expressly to disguise his political editorializing. Although critics feel, 
as John W. Aldridge said, "the strongly sensed presence of things omitted"(342), 
they do not venture a supposition as to the nature of those "things." Perhaps critics 
misunderstand Hemingway's oft-repeated injunction not to talk about "things." 
More complex than supposed by most of the fashionable reductions, it may be a 
"rule" but everyone regularly violates it. Ironic and figurative, a stoic disclaimer to 
what follows, it is a warning and a reminder that, perhaps, for one reason or another, 
such things should not be talked about. The very frequency of its invocation lends 
it an incantatory significance, as a repetitious preface to talk or silence, an excuse 
or blessing for either. It is, as I suggest by these widely divergent possibilities, 
fraught with ambiguity and effectively meaningless. To say, as Brett does, "let' s not 
talk about it," could mean just that or it could mean its opposite or it could be sheer 
superstitious "rot" (to use Brett's favorite smear) or it could just be a linguistic 
counter to the paratactic levelling of emphasis that Jake's "and's" (and this 
sentences "or's") have upon the discourse. That is, when you say, "let's not talk 
about it," you are announcing that this "it" is more important, carries more 
emotional weight, than other topics of conversation. You are saying that some 
things do have meaning. 

For a textual example of all of this, consider a scene early in SAR, when we first 
see Jake and Brett together: 

"When I think of the hell I've put chaps through. I'm paying for it all 
now." 

"Don't talk like a fool," I said. "Besides, what happened to me is 
supposed to be funny. I never think about it." 
"Oh, no. I'll lay you don't." 
"Well, let's shut up about it." 
"I laughed about it too, myself once." She wasn't looking at me. "A 

friend of my brother's came home that way from Mons. It seemed like 
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a hell of a joke. Chaps never know anything, do they?" 
"No," I said. "Nobody ever knows anything." 
I was pretty well through with the subject. (26-27) 

Here are two people who obviously have a diachronic (changing) history, yet we are 
privy to only that moment and those words which the narrator has chosen to reveal 
(or, are they words artistically re/presented?), the mere tip of the hearsay iceberg, 
the synchronic (unchanging) now, that single immediate slice of life, that solitary 
parole isolated from humankind's limitless langue. We learn from Jake that 
something has "happened to" him, and from Brett that this something is a wound. 
But specifics are not discussed. Jake claims that he never thinks about it, but Brett 
does not believe him. And although Jake says "let's shut up about it," Brett keeps 
on talking. Clearly, much is omitted and much of what they know about each other 
and themselves is not spoken about. That unspoken, unsaid knowledge is history. 
They cannot be free of their material history any more than they can not talk about 
what they need to talk about. 

When Brett "think[s] of the hell [she's] put chaps through," she concludes that 
a cosmic court of cause and effect has determined her due for retribution. She 
personalizes and internalizes Jake's emasculation, feeling selfishly sorry. But Jake 
tells her not to "talk like a fool," apparently dismissing her spin on the circumstances 
as meaningless. His injury "is supposed to be funny," after all. Yet, funny to whom? 
To that same cosmic court of cause and effect, the seat of the absurd, where 
subjectivity and objectivity inherently clash in every case. 

"Nobody ever knows anything," Jake says, a self-refuting sentence which means 
not that life is meaningless but that nothing is certain, not even t/his sentence. Jake 
concludes that he has resigned himself to his wound by acknowledging the absurd 
and inevitable differance (to appropriate Derrida's concept) between subject and 
object: "certain injuries or imperfections are a subject of merriment while remaining 
quite serious for the person possessing them" (27). Like the subject and object, or 
the linguistic sign itself, the iceberg is split into two (unequal) halves by the shiny 
surface of fluid movement. In using words, Jake cannot avoid submerging mean- 
ing.9 

Hemingway intentionally developed his method to submerge his political 
opinions, those things he will not talk about lest they classify, categorize, and date 
him. (How curious it is, then, that the ideological project of diving beneath the 
surface content-Hemingway's own iceberg in water metaphor-to explore its 
connection to the unseen mass of literary form should be applied to a writer so 
ostensibly apolitical.) Pierre Macherey contends that "the explicit requires the 
implicit: for in order to say anything, there are certain things which must not be said" 
(85). These "not-saids" constitute the text's methodical reformulation of its ideol- 
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ogy. It is criticism's task, as Catherine Belsey sees it, "to establish the unspoken in 
the text, to decentre it in order to produce a real knowledge of history" (136). And 
Althusser and Etienne Balibar believe that a "silent discourse" floats beneath the 
text's "explicit discourse." They contend that to read a text "as philosophers," we 
must "question the nature of the type of discourse set to work to handle [its] object," 
the relationship of the text' s form to its content, its "discourse-object unity .. ." (14- 
15). Jake' s "silent discourse," his network of "not-saids," finds its expression by its 
very absence and silence. Macherey illuminates the transparency of this iceberg 
principle: 

The speech of the book comes from a certain silence, a matter which it 
endows with form, a ground on which it traces a figure. Thus, the book 
is not self-sufficient; it is necessarily accompanied by a certain absence 
[italics his], without which it would not exist. (85) 

When Jake says that "nobody ever knows anything," he means that his silences are 
an admission of his utter ignorance, that the "act of knowing ... is the articulation 
of silence" (Macherey 6). However, this position is a glaring, self-referential 
contradiction, for as Hemingway has said (and as Jake emulates), he will leave out 
what he knows. 

What we have here is a writer, one quite vocally on the record about his intention 
to suppress "what he knows" (which is, presumably, political and historical), being 
explicated (made explicit) by critics who believe that either such silence is 
privileged and should not be interrogated or that since nothing of Hemingway's 
suppressed knowledge can possibly be surmised from his novel's content, then the 
trail is cold and not worth following. I submit that history, like an iceberg, is cold, 
but it can be melted and ancient artifacts within its frozen form freed. 

There are words frozen within the iceberg and Freud, as Macherey observes, 
"relegated this absence of certain words [italics his] to a new place which he was 
the first to explore, and which he paradoxically named [italics his]: the unconscious" 
(85). Jake's literary method serves to repress the contradictions and conflicts of 
historical change. Such repression (the iceberg principle, the 'not-saids,' silence) is 
necessary because of Jake' s feeling of helplessness against the system of dominance 
and oppression under which he toils. What Jameson says about the "bourgeois 
ideology" applies, as I see it, uncannily well to Jake's project: 

the middle-class method of repressing reality is not so much an affair of 
distortion .. but rather, primarily and constitutively, of leaving out, of 
strategic omissions, lapses, a kind of careful preliminary preparation of 
the raw material such that certain questions will never arise in the first 
place. ("Cave" 118-19) 
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When "certain questions" do arise in the text, they are dismissed if not with 
statements such as "don't talk like a fool" or "let's shut up about it," then with sheer 
irony. 

In Anatomy of Criticism, Northrup Frye attributes the emergence of the modem 
novel and its obsession with alienation, disintegration, and decay to the historical 
mode of irony. Maurice Beebe contends that "Modernism is characterized by an 
attitude of detachment and non-commitment which I would put under the general 
heading of 'irony"' (1073). According to Lukacs in The Theory of the Novel, the 
form of the modem novel is ironic because the artist reflects the disparity between 
material reality and the ideal world that God gave up on. Although Frye, Beebe, and 
Lukacs were not referring to Hemingway, their broad formulations certainly could 
be applied to SAR. E. M. Halliday is referring specifically to Hemingway when he 
calls this disparity between the ideal and the real "the ironic gap between expecta- 
tion and fulfillment, pretense and fact, intention and action, the message sent and 
the message received, the way things are thought or ought to be and the way things 
are" (15).1o 

In SAR, irony operates "as resistances to the oppression of material and historical 
forces, as safeguards of inner freedom.. ."(Ahearn 27). Through irony, Jake is able 
to distance himself from the pain of his wound, able to conceal his suffering from 
the world. At once a strategy of containment and a rejection of idealism, irony 
announces the silent engagement of the artist with ideology. Hayden White best 
explains its relevance: 

Irony thus represents a stage of consciousness in which the problemati- 
cal nature of language itself has become recognized. ... [It] provides a 
linguistic paradigm of a mode of thought which is radically self-critical 
with respect not only to a given characterization of the world of 
experience but also to the very effort to capture adequately the truth of 
things in language. It is, in short, a model of the linguistic protocol in 
which skepticism in thought and relativism in ethics are conventionally 
expressed. (37-38) 

This "linguistic protocol" sounds a great deal like Hemingway's professional 
demeanor of artistic "purity." As a front to maintain his apolitical facade, irony 
effectively taxonomizes any and all material 'not-saids' under the ideal rubric 
"skepticism in thought." A work of art may be skeptical, as long as it is not specific 
about the nature of its skepticism. An artist's hands should not be soiled, as it were, 
by subjects such as "that dirty war." An artist, by implicit fiat, cannot overtly indict 
the state, but he can express through irony the pervasive "relativism of ethics" 
inherent within the affairs of capitalism. 

Suckled on the expansionist fervor of America's rise to world economic power 
at the turn of the twentieth century, William James' and Charles Sanders Pierce's 
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pragmatism bestowed upon capitalism the sanctifying sanction of a high-minded 
philosophy. Pragmatism posits that ethics are relative to conditions and that if 
something works, it is right and good. If ever a system gave birth to a philosophy 
that in turn became its apologist, this was it. And the trope mediating the contractual 
arrangements between capitalism and pragmatism was/is Irony with a capital "I." 
Irony operates like money, the motivating force behind the pragmatic rationaliza- 
tion of capitalism: they are both forms of value that disguise the nature of their 
production. As money hides the labor of specific historical individuals, Irony is 
Hemingway's linguistic currency, his means of exchanging his knowledge and 
opinions (earned by his specific life's labor) for the shiny coins (such as "wonder- 
ful," "nice," "I suppose it was funny," and "Isn't it pretty to think so?") more readily 
accepted by the general public. The majority of the population will not pay much 
money for journalism, for ideas contrary to their received notions. A little knowl- 
edge might jeopardize their apathy and passivity, and thus their ostensibly safe and 
secure position within society. Hemingway knew that and since he wanted to be 
known as a writer of novels (which would sell) he concealed in irony (and in the 
other devices), as does money itself, the labor that went into the production of his 
currency, his work. Effectively homogenized, he avoided classification as a 
political writer and remained a "purely" commercial artist, bankable, and thus 
publishable (read bankrollable). 

In SAR, Hemingway created an ironic commercial masterpiece: the narrator, 
wounded/sterilized in a war waged by the same profiteering class for whom he now 
writes/works, loves but cannot reproduce with a woman who is so psychically 
wounded by the war that she too cannot attain sexual/reproductive satisfaction. As 
the pragmatic system has taught (by its thoroughly economic and political war), 
ethics are relative, so intercourse, sexual or otherwise, becomes just another 
self-serving proposition, whereby if boyfriends are bankrupt (either sexually as is 
Jake or financially as is Mike) what's a poor liberated woman to do but deal with 
a man who has money (Cohn) or tight pants (Romero)? The ultimate irony in SAR, 
as Marx and Hegel taught and as White so succinctly restates, is that society is "the 
instrument of man's liberation from nature and the cause of man's estrangement 
from one another. Society both unified and divided, liberated and oppressed, at one 
and the same time" (282). 

University of South Florida 

Tampa, Florida 
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NOTES 

1. Quoted in Terry Eagleton, Marxism and Literary Criticism, 20. 

2. Hereafter referred to as SAR. 

3. Quoted in Linda Wagner, "The Sun Also Rises: One Debt to Imagism," 105. 

4. For discussions of Hemingway and impressionism see James Nagel, 17-26; and Emily 
Stipes Watts. 

5. See John Atherton, 215. 

6. See Raymond Williams, 45. 

7. Overdetermination, a concept which Althusser borrowed from psychoanalysis, stresses 
the interrelationship among the economic, ideological, cultural, and political elements of 
society. None is dominant; they all influence one another. 

8. A zen reading, whereby the "fifth dimension" is a state "beyond technique ... thoroughly 
impersonal ... of one mind ... [that] can never be verbally transmitted, 

.... 
" is offered 

by Beongcheon Yu, "The Still Center of Hemingway's World," in Ernest Hemingway: 
Five Decades of Criticism, ed. Linda Wagner (East Lansing: Michigan State University 
Press, 1975), 109-130. 

9. Robert Weimann offers a valuable contribution to this line of thought: "For Hemingway, 
the most crucial problem, then, was one ofrepresentability, and his unfailing response to 
it was a concern with the economy of the signifier. But the simplicity of his language was 
deceptive when it was not at all designed to convey a comparable simplicity of meaning. 
... The omission itself might constitute some inverted kind of pathos, the effect of 
understatement, the staccato of refusing to connect. ... So every sign that did manage to 
be released into signification, against the compulsion of silence and the pressure of the 
unspeakable, appeared so much larger for having escaped omission or obliteration" 
(447). This observation echoes my point about the emphatic effect of assigning some 
topics to the obscurity of the "not-said." Weimann is on the political track here, but since 
his interests remain "purely" semiotic, he refuses to veer left onto the social train of 
thought. 

10. Such "unresolved ambiguities," says Earl Rovit, are produced by Hemingway's "use of 
irony and the withholding of explanatory information." He further notes that irony 
"work[s] to hold the reader at bay in the same way that Jake establishes a measured 
distance between himself and Brett." Concluding that Hemingway uses irony (and the 
iceberg principle) as "strategic devices that exclude the reader," Rovit wonders "why 
Hemingway would come to harbour such powerful, if somewhat concealed attitudes of 
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defensive hostility ... [and] why we would [as] a culture of supposedly democratic ideals 
and aspirations embrace.. ." such a vision (184). In identifying irony as a strategy of 
excluding and distancing Others, Rovit is flirting with marxist criticism. To his credit, 
Rovit later offers class consciousness as a possible reason for Hemingway's "defensive 
hostility," but as I have noted, like most Western critics he simply cannot bring himself 
to accuse capitalism itself-the brains, bankers, and bodyguards behind those "demo- 
cratic ideals and aspirations"--of any crimes. 
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